Explaining China’s Participation in Anti-Piracy Operations in the Gulf of Aden
On 18 December 2008, Beijing announced its decision to deploy three ships of the People's Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) to join the international naval flotilla battling piracy in the Gulf of Aden. Three weeks later, two of China's most advanced destroyers accompanied by the PLAN’s largest supply ship arrived off the Somali coast in China's first long range operational naval deployment with the stated mission of safeguarding Chinese shipping.\(^1\) Aside from sending a *Luhu*-class guided missile destroyer and a supply ship on a global circumnavigation in 2002, the last time China deployed a naval fleet into the Indian Ocean was during the maritime expeditions of Admiral Zheng He in the 1400s.\(^2\) All indications suggest that the current mission will not be short lived; Chinese naval assets will likely remain deployed to the region until improved political and social conditions in Somalia lead to a drastic reduction in maritime piracy.\(^3\)

China's anti-piracy deployment, coupled with its increasing participation in United Nations peace operations, signals a shift in Chinese foreign policy behavior toward increased willingness to employ PLA forces in military operations other than war (MOOTW) to secure Chinese interests in regions distant from the Chinese mainland. These missions stand in stark contrast to past PLA operations, which rarely went beyond the Chinese periphery. This paper serves two primary purposes. First, it examines the drivers behind China’s participation in anti-piracy operations. Second, it draws on campaign analysis of the current Chinese mission, supported by an examination of


Chinese defense publications and acquisitions, to assess what the current Chinese mission reveals about Chinese naval capabilities and potential future operations.

The first section attempts to determine the factors that motivate China's participation in anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden by qualitatively testing three potential drivers behind China’s antipiracy deployment that have appeared in policy publications. Was China driven solely by a desire to protect its own interests? Did Beijing hope to demonstrate its increasing role as responsible global actor? Or, is the mission a form of capabilities demonstration, development and training for the PLAN? Relying on media releases, unclassified Chinese military publications, and both Western and Chinese academic writings, this paper argues that China's anti-piracy mission was primarily motivated by a self-interested desire to protect Chinese interests, while at the same time enhancing China’s diplomatic position and providing limited opportunities for military development.

The paper then offers a comparative campaign analysis of China’s mission vis-à-vis the anti-piracy missions of other nations. This section examines the assets and tactics employed by China and other nations involved in maritime security operations in the Gulf of Aden and allows for a greater understanding of the objectives of each mission. The paper then concludes by examining Chinese tactical and doctrinal revelations from the current mission to analyze how China may execute future PLAN operations.

**Explaining China’s Participation**

---

The driving forces behind China’s decision to participate in anti-piracy operations can be categorized as either realist or idealist. The realist drivers include a desire to protect Chinese shipping, expand China’s influence, and to provide opportunities for realistic training that will enhance the PLAN’s capabilities in military operations other than war.\(^5\) The idealist viewpoint suggests that China hopes to protect regional security and stability. The two categories of drivers are not mutually exclusive as China could help ensure regional stability while protecting its own economic interests, thereby developing its status as a more responsible actor in the international community and furthering its own interests.

**Protecting China’s Interests**

China has tasked its anti-piracy force with the primary mission of ensuring the safety of Chinese ships and crews transiting through the pirate infested region.\(^6\) On the day the Chinese mission was launched, Wu Shengli, commander of the PLAN, announced, “It’s the first time we go abroad to protect our strategic interests armed with military force.”\(^7\) These official statements suggest that China is a realist actor seeking to protect its economic and strategic interests. This would support arguments made in some

---

\(^5\) See note 4.


policy circles that China is a mercantilist power, using state resources to further economic and commercial development.  

The pirate-infested waters off the Coast of Somalia are a critical sea lane of communication for China, meaning that a lack of maritime security could disrupt trade critical to China’s economic development. According to Chinese sources, more than 1200 Chinese ships and forty-percent of all goods and raw materials bound for China pass through the Gulf of Aden each year. These vessels carry a variety of products including much of the crude oil imported to China. As a result of China’s “Going Out” campaign, which was launched in 2002, many Chinese firms increased overseas investment in an attempt to meet China’s growing demand for natural resources and raw materials that China was unable to meet through domestic production. Today, China is the world’s second largest importer of crude oil, and obtains about 46-percent of its imports from the Middle East and 32-percent from Africa. Ships transporting oil from Angola and Iran, two of China’s top crude oil suppliers, likely avoid the Gulf of Aden, however roughly 50-percent of China’s annual crude imports must pass through the Gulf of Aden. Escorting vessels through this region helps ensure security of supply of the resources critical for China’s continued growth and protects Chinese goods whose exports fuel the Chinese economy.

---

12 In 2006, China’s top oil suppliers were Saudi Arabia, Angola and Iran. Iran and Angola supply roughly twenty-eight percent of China’s crude oil. Source, note 11.
In addition to protecting economic and commercial interests, China has used the anti-piracy mission as an opportunity to further its diplomatic objective of exerting greater influence over Taiwan. China has extended the offer of protection to ships from Taiwan and the Special Administrative Regions (SAR) of Hong Kong and Macao. Escorting Hong Kong and Macao ships does not generate political concerns because both SARs are self-governing entities of the People’s Republic of China. As SARs, foreign policy and military related issues are the responsibility of Beijing, justifying PLAN escorts for SAR-owned ships. Providing escorts to Taiwan-owned ships, however, has considerable political ramifications. If it were to allow its vessels to join PLAN escorted convoys through the Gulf of Aden, Taiwan would appear to be under the sovereign protection and jurisdiction of the mainland. To avoid appearing to be subordinate to the mainland, Taiwan has declined to establish any official channels for Taiwan-owned ships to request escort from the PLAN.\textsuperscript{13} Although no official mechanism for requesting a PLAN escort was initiated, the \textit{Formosa Product Cosmos}, a tanker owned by the Taiwan-based Formosa Plastics Marine Corporation was one of the first ships to benefit from a PLAN escort. Taiwan’s Mainland Affairs Council, attempting to reinforce its position that Taiwan ships were not being protected by mainland forces, quickly announced that despite being owned by a Taiwan firm was registered in Liberia and rented to a South Korean company, and was therefore not considered a Taiwan ship.\textsuperscript{14}

Instead of seeking PLAN escorts, Taiwan has directed its merchant and fishing vessels to summon the nearest warships from any nation if they are attacked by pirates in

\textsuperscript{13} “Should We Accept China’s Protection Against Pirates?” \textit{The China Post}. 21 January 2009. \textit{Lexis Nexis}.
\textsuperscript{14} Ibid.
the Gulf of Aden. Taiwan is also considering deploying its own warships to the region, however, Taipei must first overcome significant logistical and diplomatic obstacles. Taiwan is not recognized by any nation near the Gulf of Aden, which may make resupplying its naval ships challenging. Beijing may also be able to use its diplomatic power to pressure states into blocking Taiwan’s naval vessels from entering their ports to refuel and load additional supplies. Although China clearly did not launch its anti-piracy operation as a means of asserting greater influence, Chinese media has extensively covered the escort of the Formosa Product Cosmos, to demonstrate the mainland’s protection of Taiwan ships. Political tensions between Beijing and Taiwan may increase if Taiwan decides to launch its own anti-piracy operation.

While the mission may appear to further China’s economic, commercial, and diplomatic interests, the Chinese task force focuses primarily on escorting Chinese-owned vessels, and largely excludes non-Chinese ships that might be carrying goods to or from China. One of these ships, a Turkish-owned freighter was hijacked off the coast of Somalia in October 2008 while carrying a load of iron ore from Canada to China. The primary mission of protecting Chinese vessels, instead of vessels carrying key Chinese imports and exports, suggests that Beijing may be more interested in protecting its own crews and ships than with securing critical supply lines. If true, the Chinese anti-piracy mission could not be considered a purely mercantilist act because a significant amount of

16 Ibid.
18 Some foreign flagged ships, including some from Germany have been escorted.
Chinese and China-bound goods is carried on foreign owned vessels.\textsuperscript{20} Admittedly providing escorts to all ships carrying Chinese imports and exports would prove logistically difficult, and perhaps beyond current PLAN capabilities. This suggests that other drivers, such as the desire to demonstrate its status as a responsible rising military, also informed the decision-making calculus.

\textit{Becoming a Responsible Global Actor}

Most Chinese policymakers and foreign analysts have argued that the PLAN anti-piracy mission was launched largely to protect Chinese shipping interests, however the Chinese government has gone to great lengths to characterize the mission as a demonstration of Beijing’s increasing participation as a responsible actor in the international system. Chinese officials have stated that participation in anti-piracy operations is fulfilling an international obligation, and have justified their deployment by citing United Nations resolutions in government press releases and on government websites.\textsuperscript{21} China announced its intention to deploy an anti-piracy force just days after the United Nations Security Council passed Resolution 1851, which encouraged member states to take a more active role in fighting pirates off the Coast of Somalia.\textsuperscript{22}

Although Security Council resolutions legitimize China’s actions and decrease the potential of a long range Chinese military deployment being viewed through the lens of the “China threat”, China’s participation in anti-piracy operations does not necessarily

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{20} The Chinese merchant marine consists of 1826 vessels, many of which are coastal vessels. \textit{CIA World Factbook}. Non-Chinese ships routinely carry goods to China. See note 19 for an example of a case where a non-Chinese was carrying goods to China.


\end{footnotesize}
demonstrate a more responsible role in the international community. China has committed personnel and resources to combat piracy, a concern of many international actors international, but has decided to do so largely unilaterally, rather than by joining a multinational task force. PLAN Rear Admiral Du Jingchen, the mission’s first commander made clear that China would not accept assignments from “other regional organizations or countries.”23 Combating piracy alongside other world navies strengthens China’s claims of accepting greater international responsibility, however its unambiguous declaration against joining operations with non-Chinese command raises questions on China’s actual willingness to cooperate with the international community.

While becoming a member of a multi-national task force would demonstrate Beijing’s greater commitment to the international system and potentially enhance the effectiveness of anti-piracy operations through improved coordination and planning, it would also force Chinese commanders to give up some authority to non-Chinese officers. Under this type of arrangement, Chinese assets could theoretically be tasked to carry out missions that do not serve Chinese interests, such as patrolling a given geographical area, rather than escorting Chinese-owned vessels. Although China has opted to steer clear of joining a multinational task force, the PLAN does participate in information sharing and coordination with other navies in the region.24

China’s reluctance to place its anti-piracy force under international command is a departure from its behavior in United Nations peacekeeping operations, the other major

facet of China’s participation in international military operations other than war. China routinely authorizes its troops deployed on peacekeeping missions to fall under foreign command, and at the time of writing, a Chinese officer has only commanded one of the twenty-two missions where China has contributed personnel. No publicly available Chinese government information explains Beijing’s rationale for allowing non-Chinese command in peacekeeping missions but not in anti-piracy operations, however differences in the conditions surrounding the two types of operations allow this paper to offer two potential explanations. First, the three current multinational anti-piracy task forces are each led by western powers or western organizations of which China is not a member. The United States established Combined Task Force 151 (CTF-151) and contributes a bulk of forces assigned to the task force, NATO heads Operation Allied Protector, and the European Union organized Operation Atalanta. China’s lack of membership in either the Atlantic or European based organizations precludes its participation in the EU and NATO missions, while domestic political and status concerns make it unlikely that China will contribute forces to an operation rotationally commanded by an American admiral

In contrast to anti-piracy missions led by western states and organizations, the peacekeeping operations where China has contributed personnel are planned and carried out by the United Nations. Not only does China’s membership in the UN enable its forces to participate in these missions, but any changes to the mission or mandate of UN peace operations must be approved by a UN Security Council Resolution. As a permanent

---

A list of missions where China has contributed personnel to UN Peace Operations is available as an appendix to *China’s National Defense in 2008*. (Beijing: Information Office of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China, 2009).
member of the Security Council, China has significant influence over the content and passage of any Resolution. Additionally, United Nations member states select the particular missions where they will contribute troops and can withdraw their forces at any time. The power to shape peace operation mandates combined with the ability to selectively contribute forces likely outweighs the importance of having a Chinese commander on the ground. The UN force commander executes a mandate in which China has a significant say, and China can withdraw its forces should the force commander made a tactical or operational level decision with which the Chinese disagree. In a hypothetical case where China participated in a western-led anti-piracy operation, China would likely have the ability to selectively contribute and withdraw its forces, but would certainly not have the same level of influence in high level planning as it does in the United Nations.

A second potential explanation for China’s avoidance of participation in a multinational anti-piracy task force stems from the secrecy surrounding China’s military operations and capabilities. China has a long strategic heritage that emphasizes secrecy in military affairs that has endured into the current security environment. As described later in this paper, the destroyers China deployed on anti-piracy operations are among the most modern in the PLAN fleet. Submitting these vessels to foreign command could reveal capabilities or shortcomings of the advanced warships. Similarly, China has also avoided deploying advanced equipment such as helicopters to UN peace operations, in

---

26 Discussion of secrecy and the need to hide true capabilities in Chinese strategic thinking dates back to the writings of Sun Tzu in the *Art of War* in 500 BC.
part due to concerns about revealing Chinese capabilities.\textsuperscript{27} Thus, peace operations carried out by the UN rarely include advanced weapons systems, and China’s contributions have been limited primarily to military observers, police officers, and relatively low-tech medical, engineering, and transportation units.\textsuperscript{28}

Beijing’s decision to launch an anti-piracy operation may have been motivated by anti-piracy deployments made by other nations, notably its Security Council counterparts, India, and Pakistan. China was the last of the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council to commit forces to combat pirates off the coast of Somalia, and India deployed a $\textit{Talwar}$-class frigate to the Gulf of Aden to protect its shipping interests in October 2008. Prior to deploying its own anti-piracy forces, China relied on other countries to rescue Chinese vessels in distress. For instance, a Malaysian navy helicopter and warship responded to a distress call from the Chinese owned $\textit{Zhenhua 4}$ cargo ship after it was boarded by pirates.\textsuperscript{29} The Malaysian helicopter fired warning shots at the pirates’ skiff and rescued the thirty-member Chinese crew. Malaysia deployed naval forces to the Gulf of Aden after two Malaysian commercial ships were hijacked in the region. China may have felt obligated to deploy forces in order to prevent itself from being accused as a free-rider and to maintain its status in light of anti-piracy deployments by other actors.

Despite not fully demonstrating China’s commitment to the international system, Beijing has taken three significant steps to enhance cooperation and openness with the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Ibid, 9-10.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
international community. First, the PLAN flotilla has responded to the distress calls of non-Chinese vessels under pirate attack in the Gulf of Aden, and has also provided escort to several non-Chinese ships. This demonstrates a commitment to the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, which states, “All States shall cooperate to the fullest possible extent in the repression of piracy on the high seas or in any other place outside the jurisdiction of any State.”

Second, China has coordinated information sharing with the United States and potentially with France and Japan. Media reports indicate that the United States has provided China with imagery intelligence and weather information. This would be a step toward Chinese participation in multilateral military operations. Third, China has been extremely transparent with its participation in this mission. The PLA established a regularly updated English language website that provides information on its anti-piracy operations. The site even outlines tactics and procedures used by the PLAN in conducting their operations. Additionally, the PLAN has reportedly embedded journalists from seven media organizations, including a representative from the Hong Kong-based Phoenix TV, onboard the ships. This marks the first time that a non-state-run media outlet has been invited to accompany a PLAN mission. This type of openness stands in stark contrast to other realms of the Chinese military, where information is either unavailable or highly limited.

While the realist motivation to protect Chinese shipping interests is likely the key driver behind China’s decision to launch an anti-piracy mission, the other factors

---

described above may have played a role in China’s decision-making process. The mix of protecting China’s diplomatic and commercial interests, enhancing China’s status as a responsible actor, and participating alongside world navies combating an international threat is largely in line with China’s policy of peaceful development, which was first proclaimed in 2003. Under peaceful development, China will avoid the tension that is often associated with the growth of a rising state, while striving to create a stable global environment that facilitates China’s continued development as an economic and diplomatic power.\footnote{Zheng Bijian, “China’s ‘Peaceful Rise’ to Great-Power Status” \textit{Foreign Affairs} 84 (September/October 2005), 22-24.}

\textit{Training}

In combating Somali pirates, China is relying on military forces to help further its peaceful development, affording the PLAN with valuable operational experience. The Chinese anti-piracy operation has been described as a training opportunity that serves a precursor to future long-range PLAN operations.\footnote{Weitz, 34-35.} While the PLAN will undoubtedly gain significant experience from its first long-range operational deployment, it is unlikely that training benefits were factored into China’s decision to launch the anti-piracy task force. The Chinese military was allegedly reluctant to deploy vessels to Somalia, and did so only after two months of pressure from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA).\footnote{China’s Growing Role in UN Peacekeeping, (New York: International Crisis Group, 2009), 26.} Examining the potentially divergent interests of Chinese military and diplomatic actors is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is unlikely that the MFA’s appeals for the mission were motivated by a desire to increase military training opportunities.
Despite not being a primary driver for participation in the anti-piracy operation, the mission in the Gulf of Aden has allowed China to refine many of the tasks required to sustain long-range, blue water naval operations, such as underway replenishment, coordination with foreign navies, and communication.36 A senior PLA officer at the strategy institute of China’s National Defense University announced that “the results of participating in this kind of action are not just about gaining experience at combating pirates. It is even more about raising the ability to perform missions on seas far away.”37 The anti-piracy operation provides an ideal chance for the PLAN to practice and evaluate various blue water tactics, techniques, and procedures in an environment far from the Chinese periphery, without generating significant political or military alarm. The international nature of piracy as defined by the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Seas combined with United Nations Resolutions calling for action against Somali pirates has helped to legitimize Chinese actions and minimized fears of a “China threat” stemming from the long-range deployment. The implications of these lessons on future PLAN operations are addressed later in this paper.

**Comparative Campaign Analysis**

This section analyzes China’s anti-piracy deployment in addition to the missions launched by Russia, India, NATO, the UN, and the US-led Combined Task Force (CTF) 151. The analysis attempts to determine what event led the nation to deploy its anti-piracy operation, reviews the assets involved in each operation, and examines the tactics and rules of engagement employed by each force. A comparative campaign analysis

36 Weitz, 34.
37 Weitz, 34.
potentially allows for a better understanding of the intentions and objectives (ends) of each anti-piracy actor by examining their strategy (ways) and deployed assets (means).

This analysis relies entirely on unclassified material including news media, government announcements, and openly available reports on the capabilities of naval assets. While this information provides a foundation for campaign analysis, certain details regarding rules of engagement, tactics, and equipment specifications will remain closely guarded secrets of the participating states. Information concerning the date a mission is launched and the assets deployed is openly available, however the justification for a mission launch along with rules of engagement and tactics must be derived from published descriptions of participant state actions.

**China**

**Strategy and Tactics**

The PLAN anti-piracy flotilla was launched in late December 2008 in response to increasing pirate attacks in the Gulf of Aden, and is tasked with escorting Chinese vessels through the region. According to Rear Admiral Xiao Xinnian, deputy chief of staff of the PLAN: “The Chinese naval vessels will generally adopt three methods when performing their escort mission: Upon finding suspicious ships at sea, the Chinese side will first send shipborne helicopters to conduct reconnaissance before sending its naval vessels to approach them. Second, if pirates are engaged in robbery and if our conditions and capabilities permit us to stop them, the Chinese side will adopt appropriate measures in light of the circumstances. If the Chinese side encounters unprovoked attacks by pirates,
it will resolutely defend itself and ensure its own safety.\footnote{38} The official description of the mission focuses solely on locating and responding to specific pirate threats and omits key details of the Chinese operation. First, it makes no mention of the actual escort of Chinese vessels, although the protection of Chinese ships is the primary mission of the PLAN flotilla. Second, it does not describe the “appropriate measures” that will be used to respond to pirates. Many other missions in the region describe the process by which they, or regional African allies, will prosecute captured pirates. China’s decision to omit this information may stem from a desire to appear as a responsible actor making a contribution to the international community, rather than solely protecting China’s national interests. China may have left the definition of “appropriate actions” intentionally vague because of its commitment to respecting state sovereignty. Arresting and potentially trying pirates in the Chinese legal system could be viewed as a violation of Somali sovereignty.

The PLAN has escorted convoys of Chinese ships as well as responded to distress calls of non-Chinese ships under pirate attack. Each month, the Chinese Ministry of Communications releases escort plans to Chinese shipping companies who can then submit applications to the Ministry of Communications and the PLAN.\footnote{39} Chinese warships then lead convoys of ships through the Gulf. In emergency situations, ships can request assistance from the PLAN flotilla via email or emergency radio channels. One of the first direct engagements between Chinese forces and Somali pirates occurred in late

February 2009, when the PLAN responded to a request for assistance from the Liberian-flagged, Italian cargo ship Lia. Upon receiving distress calls, China scrambles naval helicopters carrying special-forces personnel to intercept the attacking pirates. Once arriving on scene, the Chinese helicopter fires warning shots or flares at the attacking pirates.\footnote{“Across China On-board Wuhan” Chinadaily.com.cn. 31 January 2009. Lexis Nexis.} At the time of this writing, Chinese forces have not had to escalate the use of force beyond warning shots as attacking pirates generally flee after PLAN forces arrive. However, the PLAN vessels are equipped with modern weapon system, which could be used against pirates if they fail to respond to non-lethal warnings.

While China’s Gulf of Aden security operation safeguards Chinese shipping vessels, it seems to offer little protection to Chinese fishermen sailing off the coast of Somalia. This is surprising as non-Somali vessels, including those operated by Chinese state-owned fishing enterprises, routinely fish near the Somali coast. Much industrial fishing occurs in the waters from Mogadishu to the Kenyan border, which is known for its diversity of fish species, including stocks of grouper and snapper.\footnote{Fishery Country Profile: Somalia. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. January 2005. Available online: <http://www.fao.org/fishery/countryssector/FI-CP_SO/en>. Accessed 14 April 2009.} The November 2008 hijacking of the state-owned Tianyu 8 fishing vessel and its 24-member crew occurred near the Kenyan border and was the first seizure of a mainland owned ship by Somali pirates.\footnote{“Chinese fishing boat reported hijacked off Kenya” Associated Press. 14 November 2008. Lexis Nexis.} While the decision to deploy Chinese naval forces to the Gulf of Aden and not to fishing areas in the Indian Ocean could be justified by higher vessel traffic in the sea lanes of the Gulf, it is also possible that China does not want to visibly support violations of Somalia’s exclusive economic zone. In 2005, the United Nations estimated

\footnote{“Across China On-board Wuhan” Chinadaily.com.cn. 31 January 2009. Lexis Nexis.}
\footnote{“Chinese fishing boat reported hijacked off Kenya” Associated Press. 14 November 2008. Lexis Nexis.}
that 700 foreign-owned vessels were engaged in unlicensed fishing in the Somali EEZ, and Somali pirates have used illegal fishing to justify their actions as defenders of Somalia’s territorial waters.\textsuperscript{43} China would appear to be hypocritical if it protected Chinese shipping vessels violating Somalia’s EEZ, while at the same time remaining highly protective of its own EEZ.

**Equipment and Organization**

The flotilla currently deployed to the Gulf of Aden consists of three of the PLAN’s most advanced ships. The *Lanzhou*-class guided missile destroyer *Haikou* (DDG-171) and the *Guangzhou*-class destroyer *Wuhan* (DDG-169) are among the PLAN’s newest destroyers. Both are indigenously produced and are equipped with a variety of surface to air missiles, anti-ship missiles, torpedoes and sensors.\textsuperscript{44} The Haikou may also have the capability to transmit information to other ships over data link or satellite communications, something that could greatly enhance the effectiveness of the anti-piracy mission by rapidly disseminating information on the location of suspected. Each destroyer is also equipped with a Russian-built Kamov Ka-28 helicopter. The PLAN Ka-28s are capable of operating up to 200 kilometers from the host destroyer, greatly expanding coverage for the anti-piracy operations.\textsuperscript{45} During the current mission, PLAN helicopters have been launched to respond to and deter attacks and have also been used in vertical resupply missions that allow for the transfer of goods between supply

\textsuperscript{43} Fishery Country Profile: Somalia, 2005.
\textsuperscript{44} “Type 052C (Luyang-II Class) Missile Destroyer,” *Sino Defence.com.* and “Type 052B (Luyang-I Class) Missile Destroyer,” *Sino Defence.com.*
\textsuperscript{45} Ibid.
vessels and the destroyers while underway. The two destroyers are accompanied by the supply ship *Weishanhu*, the largest of its type in the PLAN fleet. During the deployment, the *Weishanhu* replenished its stores of fuel, water, and food in the Port of Aden, providing the PLAN with “a beneficial trail of logistics support mode by the Chinese Navy in performing military operations other than war abroad.”

The three-ship group likely makes up a *zhidui* (支队), an organizational grouping of vessels that is best translated as a flotilla. This paper assumes the group is a *zhidui* because flotillas are generally a division leader-grade command, led by either a Senior Captain or Rear Admiral. The anti-piracy mission is commanded by a PLAN Rear Admiral. When a *zhidui* conducts mobile task-force operations, it reports to its fleet headquarters, which in turn is responsible to PLAN Headquarters in Beijing. This differs from traditional operations, where support bases serve as a link between fleet headquarters and the *zhidui*. The command structure for this mission may be even more direct, going directly from PLAN Headquarters to the flotilla. Chinese ships requesting armed escorts are instructed to contact the national Ministry of Communication. Given the high profile nature of this mission, the Ministry of Communication may coordinate...

---

with the national-level PLAN Headquarters, which in turn may pass instructions to the mission commander.

The selection of a relatively senior PLAN officer to lead the three-ship fleet emphasizes the importance of the mission to China. On 26 December 2008, the PLAN appointed Rear Admiral Du Jingchen as the commander of the anti-piracy mission. Prior to assuming command, Du served as the Chief of Staff of the PLAN’s South China Sea Fleet, where he was responsible for directing the operations of the command organization. Admiral Du also visited the United States as part of a military delegation in July 2008, one of a small number of senior Chinese military officers who have traveled to the United States. Additionally, Du has operational experience commanding a search and rescue operation in May 2002 following the crash of a China Northern Airlines flight off the coast of Dalian.50 This blend of past operational experience, interaction with foreign militaries, and leadership at the fleet headquarters level likely made Admiral Du an appealing candidate to command a mission where PLAN forces would be engaged in a high operations tempo environment in close proximity to a multi-national naval task force.

The deployment of warships from multiple nations, many of which are wary of each other, has created a unique operating environment for Chinese naval forces. Chinese academics and senior military officers admit that while there may be small disagreements and some “secretive reconnaissance,” military powers will likely not engage in

Despite not joining a coalition task force, China vowed to cooperate with foreign navies operating in the region. The United States reportedly provided China with information concerning anti-piracy operations, and viewed the mission as “a springboard for a resumption of dialogue between PLA forces and U.S. Pacific Command forces.”  

Additionally, the navies of Japan and South Korea have each discussed coordination with Chinese anti-piracy forces. The Japanese Maritime Self Defense Force and the PLAN are considering sharing intelligence on pirates, while the Korean military has agreed to assist each other in combating pirates and will assist each other in emergencies. This was the first instance of cooperation in international operations between the Chinese and Korean militaries. These cooperative efforts will help foster understanding between militaries and will be a step toward enhancing military transparency. Although the cooperation seems limited to operations in the Gulf of Aden, they may set the foundation for future peaceful engagement in

While anti-piracy operations have allowed China to enhance cooperation with its East Asian neighbors, it has also led to increased tensions between India and China. China accused the Indian Navy of using an attack submarine to stalk the PLAN flotilla with a Kilo-class attack submarine. Chinese media reports suggest that the Chinese vessels and Indian submarine became locked in a half-hour long standoff in which “both

---

54 “Indian Submarine, Chinese Warships Test Each Other in Pirate Waters.” Indian Express. 5 February 2009. Lexis Nexis.
sides tried to test for weaknesses in the other’s sonar system.” The standoff reportedly ended when the PLAN destroyers forced the Indian submarine to surface and leave the area.\textsuperscript{55} This incident marked the first military standoff between China and India since a 1987 border skirmish.

\textit{NATO and the European Union}

The European Union launched Operation ATALANTA, its first naval operation, on 8 December 2008 to support United Nations Security Council Resolutions in order to protect vessels delivering World Food Program food aid and to protect vulnerable vessels in the Gulf of Aden by deterring and preventing acts of piracy. To accomplish this mission the operation is mandated to: provide protection to vessels chartered by the World Food Program, to provide protection to merchant vessels, and to take the necessary measures, including the use of force to deter, prevent, and intervene in order to bring to an end acts of piracy and armed robbery.”

The operation will include at least six frigates and three maritime patrol aircraft, which will be initially deployed for one year. Many of the vessels assigned to the mission are from NATO’s Standing Maritime Group One, which has previously participated in anti-piracy operations in the Gulf of Aden. Additionally, the EU mission regularly coordinates with vessels from NATO’s anti-piracy operations and the American-led CTF-

The operation can arrest and detain suspected pirates, who can be tried either by an EU Member State or by the Kenyan government.

While the Operation ATALANTA mandate specifies that the EU will protect vulnerable ships, press releases indicate that escorts have been limited largely to ships chartered by the World Food Program to carry humanitarian aid. Escorts for ship escorts have been denied by the German government, a contributor to the EU force, leading vessels to modify their sailing plans. For now, the mission of Operation ATALANTA seems to fall under the realm of cooperative security. Most of the assets assigned to the operation appear to be escorting World Food Program vessels and responding to distress calls from vessels transiting the International Traffic Zone.

The first NATO anti-piracy task force was launched in October 2008, but was replaced two months later by the EU mission. The initial mission, Operation Allied Provider, provided escorts to vessels chartered by the World Food Program, resulting in the safe delivery of 30,000 metric tons of humanitarian aid to Somalia. The four vessels and over 1000 officers and sailors that participated in Allied Provide were assigned to Standing NATO Maritime Group 2, and were supported by auxiliary and supply ships from several NATO nations. In March 2009, NATO announced that it would resume its anti-piracy operations by deploying Standing NATO Maritime Group One (SNMG1)

---


59 Ibid.
from Souda Bay to the Horn of Africa as part of Operation Allied Protector.\textsuperscript{60} The Standing Group consists of six to ten frigates or destroyers under the command of a rear admiral from one of the ship contributing nations. Like the EU operation, NATO forces are tasked with serving as a deterrent against pirates; defending, disrupting and protecting against pirate attacks, including boarding suspected pirate vessels; establishing ad-hoc cooperation and coordination with non-NATO organizations in the region; enhancing stability within the international recommended transit corridor; and providing naval escort to humanitarian aid supply and other vessels if requested and authorized.\textsuperscript{61}

The significant mission overlap between the NATO and EU operations leads to questions on why there are two simultaneous European ant-piracy operations. One potential explanation is that the EU deployment along with the other missions in the Gulf of Aden was having only a limited impact on deterring pirate activity, and than additional warships would lead to more robust anti-piracy operations. An alternative explanation is that both the European Union and NATO are continuing to shape the role of their military forces. Combating pirates is viewed by both organizations as a means of enhancing their roles in addressing collective security concerns.\textsuperscript{62}

\textit{The United States}

The United States launched its first dedicated anti-piracy mission in the Gulf of Aden in January 2009 to “create a lawful maritime order and develop security in the


Prior to the creation of Combined Task Force 151 (CTF-151), American warships assigned to Standing NATO Maritime Groups and CTF-150 patrolled the region. Although CTF-150 was tasked with anti-piracy missions, it was established at the outset of Operation Enduring Freedom to conduct maritime security operations such as deterring drug and weapons trafficking in the Gulf of Aden, the Gulf of Oman, the Arabian Sea, the Red Sea, and the Indian Ocean. The establishment of CTF-151 ostensibly allows CTF-150 to focus on maritime security operations related to the Global War on Terrorism while the new task force concentrates solely on anti-piracy operations. While establishing CTF-151 will allow enhanced concentration on combating piracy, a force that is distinct from the one that supports US operations in Iraq could lead to participation by nations that oppose the war in Iraq.

According to the commander of US Naval Forces, Central Command, the organization responsible for CTF-151, the goal of the US-led task force is “dissuading piracy.” Accordingly the mission of the force is to disrupt, deter and capture suspected pirates, and to hold them accountable for their crimes by trying them in civilian courts in Kenya. At the start of the mission, the task force consisted of three ships, the amphibious transport dock USS San Antonio, the guided missile destroyer USS Mahan, and British frigate HMS Portland. These warships provided the task force with Marines, a military police detachment, intelligence personnel, a medical team, and HH-
60H utility helicopters. Additional coalition vessels as well as civilian-operated ships from America’s Military Sealift Command joined the mission after its initial establishment. In addition to the ships and manned aircraft assigned to the mission, the task force also relies on unmanned aerial vehicles for airborne surveillance missions. The assets assigned to the task force monitor maritime traffic, perform routine queries of vessels, and conduct ship boardings using Coast Guard law enforcement detachments and Navy vessel boarding, search, and seizure teams. Press releases suggest that the US-led task force provides a deterrent presence and responds to distress calls, rather than escorting vessels like the Chinese fleet.

Russia

Russia launched its anti-piracy operations on 26 September 2008. The Russian Navy announced the deployment of the Baltic Fleet frigate Neustrashimy to Somalia with the stated mission of “ensur[ing] security in several regions of the world oceans” and protecting Russian citizens and commercial vessels. The Neustrashimy is a general purpose frigate that incorporates stealth technology. The ship is equipped with a Ka-27 ASW helicopter and is armed with SS-N-25 anti-ship missiles, SA-N-9 surface to air missiles, torpedoes, a 100-mm gun, and depth charges.

---

The Neustrashimy was deployed on the same day the Ukrainian-operated cargo vessel, MV Faina, was hijacked. At the time of the hijacking, the Faina was captained by a Russian and manned by seventeen Ukrainians, a Latvian, and two additional Russian sailors. The ship was carrying thirty-three Soviet-made T-72 tanks and a large cache of ammunition, small arms, rocket-propelled grenades and anti-aircraft guns allegedly bound for Southern Sudan. Although the deployment of the Russian frigate coincides with the hijacking of the arms carrying freighter, planning for the deployment of the Neustrashimy likely began before the Faina was hijacked. The Russian Navy announced in June 2008 that it was prepared to deploy vessels to Somalia following the hijacking of a cargo vessel crewed by Russian sailors. However, after the hijacking of the Faina, the Neustrashimy joined naval vessels from other nations that had surrounded the Faina to prevent the offloading of any weaponry.

Like China, Russia has chosen to conduct its operations independent of any established task-force, but considers itself to be supporting international anti-piracy efforts. Despite not participating in a multinational anti-piracy task force, Russian naval vessels deployed to the Gulf of Aden reportedly coordinate their actions with other warships operating in the region. Similar to the Chinese, Russian naval vessels deployed to the region escort transiting commercial vessels, including non-Russian

---

ships. The Russian media has also reported that the Defense Ministry will consider providing naval escorts on a commercial basis to non-Russian ships, although at the time of writing, there have been no government announcements that confirm this. In addition to escorting vessels, the Russian Navy has arrested suspected pirates and turned them over to Yemeni authorities for prosecution.

**India**

India deployed a frigate to the Gulf of Aden on 18 October 2008 to escort its commercial vessels in the region. Only one Indian dhow was seized by pirates prior to the deployment, but roughly 30 Indian ships pass through the Gulf of Aden each month and numerous ships of other nationalities with Indian crew members had been captured. India provides one-sixth of the world’s maritime workers. The decision to deploy an anti-piracy force was reportedly made after the September 2008 hijacking of the Japanese-owned chemical tanker MV *Stolt Valor*, which had a crew of 18 Indians. India launched its own mission rather than joining an existing task force because the largest naval task force patrolling the region in October 2008 was the US and European led

---

Combined Task Force-150. In addition to combating piracy, CTF-150 was responsible for supporting maritime operations in the North Arabian Sea as part of Operation Iraqi Freedom, the US-led war in Iraq, which India did not support.

India’s operation appears to be focused on escorting and protecting Indian ships, however the Tabar has assisted non-Indian ships. The Indian Navy has deployed the INS Talbar, a Russian-made Talwar-class frigate commissioned in 2004. The ship, which is assigned to India’s Western Naval Command in Mumbai, is armed with a variety of surface to air and surface to ship missiles as well as a 100-mm gun. The Tabar is also equipped with a Chetak utility helicopter. The mission differs from previous deployments in that the Indian Navy has been authorized to act autonomously. Previously, ships had to wait for orders from New Delhi before carrying out preventive and deterrent attacks. This allows greater flexibility for the mission commander and is representative of the innovation in tactics and strategy that many navies are practicing in the region.

India’s deployment has been largely successfully in preventing hijacking of Indian vessels, and no Indian flagged vessel has been captured since the India launched its deployment. On 11 November 2008, pirates attempted to board the MV Jag Arnav, a large cargo ship owned by Mumbai-based Great Eastern Shipping Company. After receiving a distress call via a text message from the Jag Arnav, the INS Tabar launched a

---


helicopter carrying a team of Marine Commandos, which deterred the attack.\textsuperscript{84} The \textit{Tabar} then escorted the \textit{Jag Arnav} to safety. Despite these successes, the Indian mission has not been entirely without flaw. One week after rescuing the \textit{Jag Arnav}, the \textit{Tabar} sunk a Thai-owned fishing vessel with a crew of 15 Thais and one Cambodian. The Indians initially suspected the vessel was a pirate mothership and was fired upon by individuals onboard the ship, however later reports indicate that the ship was in the process of being hijacked.\textsuperscript{85}

\textbf{Japan and South Korea}

Japan and South Korea both announced their plans to deploy warships to the Gulf of Aden in early 2009, shortly after China launched its anti-piracy mission. Like China, these deployments will be the first overseas operational naval combat mission for both Korea and Japan, and both nations will concentrate their deployments on protecting commercial vessels from their home countries.

On 28 January 2008, Japan’s Defense Minister ordered the Maritime Self Defense Force to prepare for an anti-piracy deployment in Somalia.\textsuperscript{86} The Japanese government viewed the pirate activities as a “major threat not only to Japan but also to international society and it is a problem that [Japan] must deal with urgently.”\textsuperscript{87} Five Japanese-owned ships were hijacked by Somali pirates before the initial announcement was made, more


\textsuperscript{87} Ibid.
than the number of Chinese vessels hijacked before the Chinese launched anti-piracy operations. Despite the perceived urgency, significant debate surrounded the deployment of Japanese forces due to constitutional restrictions on the use of force. After members of Japan’s ruling party argued that anti-piracy operations should be seen as law enforcement operations as opposed to strictly military operations, two Japanese destroyers were authorized to deploy to Somalia in mid-March. The vessels will be deployed under the maritime police action provision of the Self Defense Force law, meaning that Japanese ships in the Gulf of Aden will only be able to protect ships owned by Japanese firms or flying the Japanese flag. To further demonstrate the law enforcement nature of the mission, officers from the Japan Coast Guard will be onboard the destroyers in order to handle police-related matters such as the collection of evidence and arrest of suspects if pirates are found. This is similar to the American practice of using Coast Guard boarding teams to carry out the law enforcement related task of arresting suspected pirates.

The Japanese government is attempting to grant greater authority to its anti-piracy force through a bill submitted to the Diet that will allow the Japanese warships more latitude in engaging pirates, such as firing at pirate vessels that ignore warning shots. The bill may also allow Japanese destroyers to escort Chinese vessels and vice-versa. Currently the Japanese are limited to serving as a deterrent force and to firing non-lethal warning shots while protecting Japanese vessels. Although the Maritime Self Defense

---

88 M/V Golden Nori (hijacked 28 Oct 07, released 12 Dec 07), M/V Stella Maris (hijacked 20 July 08, released 26 September 08), M/V Irene (hijacked 21 August 08, released 11 September 08), MT Stolt Valor (hijacked 15 September 08, released 16 November 08), MV Chemstar Venus (hijacked 15 November 08, released 12 February 09).

Force will initially escort only Japanese vessels, it is difficult to determine whether Japan is acting entirely out of self-interest, as constitutional provisions prevent Japanese naval forces from protecting non-Japanese vessels.

Japan deployed two destroyers, the Sazanami and the Samidare to the region. The Sazanami is a Japanese-built Takanami-class guided missile and anti-submarine warfare destroyer commissioned in 2005. It is equipped with a variety of weapons systems including a 127 mm gun. The Samidare, another indigenously built warship commissioned in 2000 is equipped to carry out both anti-submarine and anti-ship missions and is armed with weapons including the sea-sparrow anti-shipping missile and a 76-mm rapid fire naval gun. Each of the ships is also equipped with two SH-60K helicopters and two speed-boats that will likely be used as to rapidly respond to distress calls.90 Japan also plans to deploy a land based P-3C patrol aircraft to the Gulf of Aden, if it is able to draft a status of forces agreement with the government of Djibouti, the African country where Japan plans to base its aircraft.91 The P-3C, which is capable of monitoring surface traffic, will greatly enhance Japan’s situational awareness over the Gulf of Aden and would represent the first Gulf of Aden deployment of a shore-based patrol aircraft by a nation that is not a member of any multinational coalition.92

Korea deployed the Cheonghae unit to the Gulf of Aden in early March 2009. The deployment followed the September 2008 hijacking of a South Korean bulk carrier, four separate hijackings of Korean-owned fishing boats, and the hijacking of other ships

92 Operation Atalanta expects to operate at least 3 maritime patrol aircraft.
with South Korean crewmembers. The Korean naval unit consists of the Munmu the Great, a 4,500 ton KDX-II destroyer, along with a Lynx helicopter, speedboats, and 300 sailors, including 30 special operations troops. The KDX-II destroyer is equipped with Harpoon ship-to-surface missiles, RAM Mk 31 ship-to-air missiles, as well as an Mk 45 127-mm gun. The Korean unit will operate with CTF-151 and will rely on existing logistical infrastructure to support its operations. During the planned six-month mission, the Korean Navy will escort South Korean commercial ships through the Gulf of Aden in an effort to protect Korean economic interests. The unit will also “monitor, inspect, stop and seize” pirate vessels as part of CTF-151.

Korea’s dual mission of providing support to the American-led task force while also protecting domestic economic interests sets it apart from many other actors in the region. While most independent anti-piracy actors such as China and Russia combat pirates in addition to escorting their own vessels, Korea carries out non-escort anti-piracy duties as part of CTF-151. Korea may have pursued this strategy in order to gain access to the logistical infrastructure of CTF-151, eliminating the need for Korea to deploy its own auxiliary ships or develop contractual agreements with service providers in ports. Prior to deploying its forces, a Korean team assessed infrastructure in Bahrain and determined that, “There will be no problem regarding logistics support because [Korea]

______________________________________________________________

94 “South Korea Launches Naval Unit Against Somali Pirates” AFP. 3 March 2009. Lexis Nexis.
can use services from local companies contracted with other navies such as the United States, Britain and Germany. 97

Discussion

A review of the major Gulf of Aden anti-piracy campaigns reveals that operations can be broadly categorized as presence missions and escort missions. Presence missions focus primarily on responding to distress calls, deterring acts of piracy by patrolling established safe transit zones, and escorting vessels carrying humanitarian aid. These missions offer their services to ships regardless of their nation of ownership or registry, and are normally carried out by multinational task forces. Escort missions, which are generally launched by individual states provide armed escort to vessels from the deploying state and also respond to distress calls of nearby ships. Additionally, the review finds that most actors have deployed surface combatants such as destroyers and frigates to combat Somali pirates. These warships are generally equipped with detachments of special forces personnel, speed boats, and helicopters. These relatively low tech assets greatly enhance the robustness of the anti-piracy forces by providing them with a rapid response capability that extends the reach of the warships.

China and other independent anti-piracy actors focus their missions on providing armed escorts to their own commercial ships, confirming the hypothesis that China is a realist actor seeking to protect its national interests. Dedicating warships to escort convoys of merchant vessels is a far more effective method of anti-piracy force employment for nations with realist motivations. Using a limited number of warships, the

PLAN is able to protect a significant portion of Chinese shipping vessels passing through the Gulf of Aden. In 2008, more than 1200 Chinese vessels passed through the Gulf of Aden, amounting to just over 100 ships each month.\textsuperscript{98} By 6 February 2009, China had completed 15 escort missions, protecting 33 Chinese and Taiwanese ships.\textsuperscript{99} PLAN warships first arrived in the Gulf of Aden on 6 January 2009, suggesting that only a third of Chinese vessels transiting through the region are provided with a PLAN escort.\textsuperscript{100} It is unlikely that China has denied escorts to Chinese ships as the PLAN has escorted non-Chinese vessels, something that would likely be avoided if the flotilla was unable to meet demand posed by Chinese ships. Even if all 1200 ships were to request an escort, this would only amount to roughly four ships a day. Assuming an equal amount of eastbound and westbound traffic, 14 ships would travel in each direction weekly. Since the voyage through the Gulf of Aden takes just over two days, the PLAN destroyers operate could each escort three one-way convoys per week, assuming the destroyers operate independently.\textsuperscript{101} Under this system, each destroyer would be responsible for about five Chinese ships per escort mission. If they conduct escorts together, the flotilla would likely still be able to meet the current level of demand, but would need to schedule convoys in advance to prevent vessels from waiting long periods for the PLAN escort vessels.

\textsuperscript{99}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{100}The actual percent of mainland vessels requesting escort may be slightly higher, as the figure of 1200 ships likely includes Taiwan ships, which are not officially authorized to request escorts.
\textsuperscript{101}Two day voyage time based on Chinese press reports specifying the completion of 15 missions in roughly 30 days. Additionally, using a 10kts speed for the convoy, it would take approximately 45 hours to transit the Gulf of Aden.
Presence missions appear to be significantly less efficient than escort missions at preventing attacks against ships. Numerous ships have been hijacked off the Horn of Africa since the various coalition missions have been in place. This inefficiency stems in part from insufficient presence in the pirate infested waters, which covers more than 1.1 million square miles.\(^\text{102}\) At any given time, there are about twenty-seven ships from the EU, NATO, and CTF-151 operating in the waters off the Horn of Africa, meaning that each ship is responsible for protecting over 40,000 square miles. Admittedly, warships are likely concentrated in areas with high commercial traffic flows, but this illustrative calculation demonstrates the vast surface area which must be protected. The US Navy claims that sixty-one ships are needed to protect just internationally designated shipping lanes, which make up only a small portion of the pirates’ operating area.\(^\text{103}\)

Despite the relative inefficiency of presence missions, they are a logical approach for the multinational task forces deployed to the region. Protecting major shipping lanes and serving as a deterrent against acts of piracy enhances the security of all vessels transiting through the Gulf of Aden and surrounding waters, while ensuring the relevance of multinational security organizations. Actions that improve the global security environment for all actors are means by which the EU and NATO can take an active role in carrying out their post-Cold War security strategies that revolve largely around collective efforts aimed at building security and ensuring stability.

China’s commitment to a long-term anti-piracy mission suggests that it will continue providing armed escorts even as pirate attacks in the region extend beyond the


\(^{103}\) Ibid.
Gulf of Aden and further into the Indian Ocean. This would place PLAN escort vessels increasingly closer to the Indian subcontinent and the operating area of the Indian Navy, potentially increasing tensions, such as additional naval confrontations, between China and India. As additional nations launch anti-piracy missions, the Gulf of Aden and Indian Ocean will become increasingly complicated operating area patrolled by warships from a variety of states and organizations, each with a unique set of strategic objectives. The region may become a microcosm of geopolitical relations between rising and major powers. States may develop and expand bilateral relations by cooperating in the war against piracy, but the risk of confrontation remains as navies send their most advanced warships to battle pirates in the region.

**Implications on the Future Roles of the Chinese Navy**

China’s deployment to the Gulf of Aden, along with analysis of discussion in Chinese military and academic circles, has led to western speculation that the PLAN’s mission may shift to the protection of strategic sea lanes of communication.\(^{104}\) Although the current anti-piracy deployment represents a new type of mission for the PLAN that signals an increased willingness to use military force to protect Chinese interests, the focus of China’s navy will likely continue to be the defense of Chinese territory and China’s periphery. Given China’s strategic principle of winning local wars in conditions of informationization, the bulk of China’s naval operations will likely remain concentrated near China in order to respond to local crises that may emerge.\(^{105}\) In its description of “the high-tech local wars that China may face in the future,” the Chinese

\(^{104}\) Andrew S. Erickson and Lyle Goldstein, “Gunboats for China’s New ‘Grand Canals’?,” *Naval War College Review* 62, no 2. (Spring 2009), 44-76.

Academy of Military Science’s 2005 text, *The Science of Military Strategy*, lists potential wars stemming from ethnic extremism in China’s border regions, conflicts over resources and territory in the Yellow Sea, the East China Sea, and the South China Sea, as well the “key issue” of a potential crisis with Taiwan.\footnote{106} Even potential great power conflicts are discussed in the context of local area wars as the analysts who wrote the text describe China as being geographically located in a region where the “strategic interests of big powers meet.”\footnote{107} The *Science of Military Strategy* does briefly mention the protection of channels of strategic energy supply, but addresses the topic in a chapter on local wars and China’s “ecological and oceanic resources” suggesting that the authors may have been referring to ensuring security of resource flows and extraction in the South China Sea.\footnote{108}

 While the mission of the PLAN will likely continue to be centered on safeguarding Chinese territory, recent Chinese military publications hint at a growing long-range role that features a broader spectrum of missions in addition to territorial defense. China’s desire to develop naval capabilities is lucidly described in *China’s National Defense in 2008*, which states, the “Navy has been striving to improve in an all-round way its capabilities of integrated offshore operations…and to gradually develop its capabilities of conducting cooperation in distant waters and countering non-traditional security threats, so as to push forward the overall transformation of the service.”\footnote{109} The 2008 publication also places an emphasis on the development of capabilities in military operations other than war (MOOTW), such as anti-piracy operations. According to the

\footnote{107} Ibid, 439  
\footnote{108} Ibid, 446.  
paper, China “takes MOOTW as an important form of applying national military forces, and scientifically makes and executes plans for the development of MOOTW capabilities.”

China’s anti-piracy mission in the Gulf of Aden afforded China the opportunity to employ and test naval techniques and evaluate some of its newest equipment in an operational environment far from the PLAN’s traditional operating area. The lessons learned on sustaining long-range deployments, coordinating military operations in a multinational environment, and general tactical and equipment operations skills will undoubtedly help shape and improve the PLAN’s development in both traditional territorial defense operations as well as in MOOTW scenarios. Indeed, the PLAN viewed the escort mission as “a test of the achievements of the PLAN in preparation for combats (sic).” Upon his return to China in April 2009, Rear Admiral Du Jingchen, the commander of the first Chinese naval escort task force announced that the operation was a learning experience that revealed gaps in China’s naval capabilities in areas such as combat readiness training, organization, equipment development, comprehensive support, and laws and regulations. Du argued that the shortcomings should motivate a increased pace in naval development, stating that, “the escort mission can impel us to further update our concept and probe into new ways and new methods in naval building.”

113 Ibid.
While the real world experience China gained in its deployment to the Indian Ocean and the Gulf of Aden may be the current pinnacle of the PLANs realistic training in conducting offshore campaigns and MOOTW, its importance should not be overstated. Aside from the great distance between China and the Gulf of Aden, the anti-piracy operation is a relatively uncomplicated mission compared to other contingencies that the PLAN might face. China is operating in a low risk threat environment free of hostile aircraft, surface ships, and submarines and is participating in an operation that has international support. A potential conflict with Taiwan or over territorial claims in the South China Sea would likely require a far larger force and more sophisticated tactics and planning.

While the conditions surrounding the mission in Somalia are unique and not likely replicable in any other region of the world, China’s participation offers valuable insight into the operational capabilities of the PLAN. When analyzed in the context of Chinese military publications, observations of current anti-piracy operations can be used to assess China’s ability to carry out potential future naval missions. This paper relies on information about the anti-piracy operation released by the PLA to assess limitations in Chinese naval capabilities to examine the feasibility of sustaining SLOC protection operations in a hostile environment. Both western and Chinese analysts have suggested that as China’s dependence on foreign energy sources grows, the nation will become increasingly vulnerable to operations designed to limit or block China’s access to energy

114 Conditions in off the Horn of Africa are unique for many reasons including the existence of a UN resolution urging nations to participate in anti-piracy operations and the broad international support for anti-piracy operations.
resources.\textsuperscript{115} Given the possibility of an energy resource blockade against China, analysts suggest that the PLAN enhance its ability to protect key sea lanes of communication to ensure security of energy resource supply.\textsuperscript{116}

The analysis conducted in this section is not intended to be detailed net assessments of force-on-force campaigns. While recent publications demonstrate the utility of such analysis, they are beyond the scope of this paper.\textsuperscript{117} Instead, the paper attempts to illustrate how lessons learned, successes, and shortcomings from the anti-piracy operation apply to future PLAN missions. Admittedly, any method of military operations analysis that relies largely on Chinese government-controlled press releases is not ideal. Publicly released information is likely incomplete with little or no mention of shortcomings and specific details on successes. Despite a lack of discussion in these areas, the \textit{PLA Daily}, the official media outlet for the PLA, describes many new tasks and challenges the anti-piracy flotilla was forced to overcome. Even brief mention of these challenges offers insight into procedures or activities that the PLAN may consider as difficult.

\textit{Protecting Sea Lanes of Communication in a Hostile Environment}

China’s participation in current anti-piracy operations offers a valuable window into Chinese naval capabilities. Although the PLAN is tasked with a variety of missions ranging from coastal defense to strategic deterrence, this paper analyzes only one

\begin{footnotesize}
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potential type of naval operation, the sea transportation defense/sea communication line defense campaign.118 China’s growing dependence on energy resources from abroad has led both western and Chinese analysts to discuss the need for the development of military capabilities to protecting strategic sea lanes of communication (SLOCs) through which oil and energy resources travel.119 A SLOC defense campaign in a hostile environment is also analyzed due to its similarity to the current anti-piracy mission. Using evidence drawn from the China’s Gulf of Aden deployment to assess the PLAN’s ability to conduct other potential operations such as amphibious landings or “land attack campaigns from the sea” would offer little analytical value due to the significant differences in the techniques, force requirements, and tactics. Still, analysis of a SLOC defense operation provides insight into shortcomings in logistics and combined operations capabilities that could impact any future PLAN operation.

As described earlier, China’s current technique for protecting its shipping interests relies on a maritime convoy. After requesting naval protection, commercial vessels rendezvous with Chinese warships at a predetermined location. The convoy then transits through the piracy area of operations, with Chinese warships serving largely as a deterrent against would be pirates, firing warning shots and launching helicopters to fend off suspected attackers. In some cases, Chinese special forces personnel reportedly board merchant vessels in the front, middle, and rear of the convoy formation to act as “onboard

118 The campaign is referred to as a sea transportation defense campaign, sea traffic defense campaign, and sea communication line defense campaign in The Science of Military Campaigns. Wang Houqing, et al, eds. (Beijing: National Defense University Press, 2000), 311-315. This paper refers to the campaign as SLOC defense/protection.
119 Erickson and Goldstein (2009), 44-76.
guards.” These techniques are well suited for protecting shipping against untrained, poorly armed, non-state actors, but would be unable to defend Chinese shipping from a more advanced military seeking to block Chinese energy supply flows.

In a hostile situation, a blockading power could target both Chinese warships and the ships they escort by either attacking the vessels with the intent of destroying them as the Germans did during the Battle of the Atlantic or could use deterrence to stop vessels in a campaign similar to the maritime quarantine of Cuba during the Missile Crisis. In either scenario, a potential adversary would be employing equipment far more advanced than the rocket propelled grenades and rifles carried by Somali pirates. Thus, a Chinese defensive escort force would need to serve far more than a deterrent purpose. PLAN surface ships, submarines, and aircraft would need to operate collectively to protect the SLOC and vessels transiting through it by locating potential threats and attacking or avoiding them. The current mission has offered China an environment to train for basic elements of a long-range, but a protection mission in a hostile environment would involve far more forces and be significantly more complex.

**Broadening the Scope of the Mission**

In 2000, the National Defense University in Beijing published *The Science of Military Campaigns*. The text offers a comprehensive background to the study of operational level campaigns and provides general guidelines for executing various types of military campaigns. The authors describe “sea transportation defense” as a potential
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naval operation designed to safeguard sea communication safety by defending against enemy attacks on load and unloading ports and mid-way ports, protecting transportation ships, and to break an enemy blockade against port and water channels. A SLOC defense mission involves four distinct components. First, Chinese ships must be defended during the loading phase. Next a regional task force consisting of aviation units, surface warships, and submarines must ensure control of the sky and sea surrounding the SLOC. In addition to seizing air and sea control, an additional “escort group” must be assigned to protect ships that are transiting through the SLOC. This component of the mission differs from the regional task force as it focuses on protecting specific ships, whereas the regional defense mission aims to maintain region air and sea superiority. Finally, the destination ports must be defended as the ships are unloaded.

The current anti-piracy operation differs significantly from a traditional SLOC protection campaign in that the current threat of pirates only necessitates protection of commercial vessels during the escort phase of a SLOC defense campaign as outlined in *The Science of Military Campaigns*. Given the relatively localized and low-tech nature of Somali pirates, there is no need to protect origin and destination ports, nor do pirates pose any air based or subsurface threat. A SLOC defense campaign in a more hostile environment, potentially stemming from a larger conflict would greatly widen the scope of the mission, requiring protection of Chinese shipping interests in all phases of a ship’s

121 Wang Houqing, et al, (2000), 311. Most of the campaigns described in the text appear to focus on a potential crisis in the Taiwan Strait, however, the general lessons can be applied to operations other than a conflict involving Taiwan.
122 Ibid, 312.
123 Ibid, 312.
journey from the point of origin until the ship is offloaded. *The Science of Military Campaigns* describes the need to protect against both conventional attack and sabotage beginning with loading in the port of origin. It is unlikely that a blockading power will use conventional attacks against non-Chinese ports where energy resources are loaded onto China-bound vessels, as port facilities are generally used by multiple nations, and not exclusively by China. Chinese military planners would therefore need to focus their attention on developing measures to prevent sabotage against Chinese vessels. Deploying a base defense force to achieve this task, as advocated by *The Science of Military Campaigns*, may not be feasible in a non-Chinese port of origin because of a variety of factors ranging from political to logistical concerns. Thus, China may need to coordinate with local governments for in-port protection or station security teams onboard vessels while they are in port, which may prove to be both monetarily and labor intensive.

Once a vessel leaves port, it will potentially face aviation, underwater, and surface threats posed by the blockading force. Since these threats are absent in the current anti-piracy operation, China is able to protect its vessels with a minimal deployment of forces. In a higher risk environment, China could not simply escort convoys of ships, but would also be required to search for adversary submarines, mines, aircraft, and surface ships, which could be a massive undertaking depending on the blockading power and the size of the operating area. Additionally, China maintaining sea and air control over the area of operations, would be a difficult challenge for China given the PLAN’s limited experience in combined arms operations and the lack of equipment such as aircraft carriers. While China’s current deployment to the Horn of Africa can technically be considered a

combined arms operation because of its use of aviation assets, special forces, and surface combatants, the combined nature of the operation is minimal. The two utility helicopters and few dozen special forces personnel act largely as extensions of the destroyers, generally carrying out short patrol flights in response to reports of suspected pirate activity. The current mission has not provided China with the opportunity to practice true combined arms operations.

Logistical Shortcomings

China’s participation in the anti-piracy mission also highlighted the lack of sufficient underway replenishment capabilities as a key PLAN shortcoming. In order to sustain long duration, long-range operations, warships must refuel and replenish their stores of ammunition, food, and other supplies. While these needs can be satisfied by making port calls, docking into foreign ports generally takes warships away from performing their mission and can be rather dangerous, as demonstrated by the 2000 terrorist attack against the USS Cole as it pulled into Aden for a routine refueling. To eliminate the need for port calls solely for replenishment and refueling, many modern navies rely on underway replenishment, a practice of transferring fuel and goods from one ship to another. In most cases, purpose built auxiliary ships designed to resupply surface vessels are tasked with underway replenishment. The PLAN deployed the Weishanhu, an indigenously produced, Fuchi-class multi-product replenishment ship as part of the anti-piracy task force. The Weishanhu is one of five replenishment ships in the PLAN’s fleet with blue water capabilities; a majority of China’s other replenishment

ships are designed for coastal use and lack the ability to conduct long distance operations. In comparison, the United States operates thirty-nine auxiliary vessels capable of resupplying a variety of goods, with dozens more in the National Defense Reserve Fleet and Ready Reserve Fleet that could be quickly activated in the event of a crisis.

The dearth of oceangoing auxiliary ships in the PLAN likely influenced the force structure of China’s current anti-piracy mission and will limit future long-range naval operations if the fleet size is not increased. While the Chinese destroyers initially assigned to the mission remained in the region for roughly three months before being relieved in April 2009, the Weishanhu was not replaced by another replenishment vessel and remained deployed to the Gulf of Aden. A variety of plausible explanations could justify the Weishanhu’s longer deployment. First, it is possible that as a larger vessel, it has a slightly longer endurance than the smaller surface combatants. It is also possible that Chinese military planners feared that deploying a second oceangoing replenishment vessel to the Gulf of Aden before the Weishanhu returned would leave the South Sea Fleet (SSF) without a large replenishment vessel to support potential contingency operations in the SSF area of responsibility. The SSF, which has contributed all of the vessels and personnel assigned to the anti-piracy force, maintains two of the PLAN’s five large, oceangoing replenishment ships. While the PLAN could deploy a supply ship from either the East Sea or North Sea Fleets, it would likely require significantly more coordination as Chinese naval operations traditionally include only forces from one of
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China’s three fleets. A SLOC defense operation in a hostile environment would certainly require more than one auxiliary ship. The increased number of PLAN surface combatants deployed in a more stressing operational environment would necessitate the need for additional support vessels. Additionally, Chinese military planners would need to consider the loss of auxiliary vessels due to enemy attack or equipment stemming from a high operations tempo. The potential for losses may result in increased requirements for ships capable of underway replenishment. China could use civilian cargo vessels to fill some of the underway replenishment capabilities gap. The Chinese anti-piracy has relied on civilian vessels for replenishment, and has received three tons of fresh vegetables and food from the Chinese Shipping Company’s “New Africa” freighter.

The great distance between the Gulf of Aden and the Chinese mainland further complicates the logistics associated with sustaining a sea lane protection operation. In the current anti-piracy mission, China has been able to use civilian cargo vessels to supplement naval resupply ships and has loaded additional fuel, water, and food onto the Weishanhu in the Port of Aden. In a hostile environment, the long logistical tail required to support deployed operations would be an attractive target for a blockading power. Unarmed civilian ships carrying supplies to deployed Chinese naval forces would therefore require escorts, placing additional demands on PLAN resources. Additionally, the practice of commercially purchasing fuel and supplies in the area of operations may
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not be feasible in a hostile environment. During the first and second Chinese anti-piracy deployments, the PLAN coordinated with the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Chinese Overseas Shipping Company to arrange “commercialized material procurement” in the Port of Aden.”\textsuperscript{133} During the three-day port call, the \textit{Weishanhu} was loaded with fuel, water, and food, while some crewmembers took shore leave.\textsuperscript{134} In this case, China was able to replenish the military vessel in a foreign port likely because anti-piracy operations have received support from the international community and are legitimized by UN Security Council Resolutions.

If China became involved with a conflict that required armed defense of SLOCs, Beijing may find itself unable to access foreign port facilities. This may be especially true if the SLOC defense mission is a component of a broader war between China and another large power, such as a war involving the United States in the South China Sea. In such a conflict, the United States may attempt to block China’s access to energy resources and other materials that could aid China’s war effort by establishing blockade operations far from the shores of China, where the mission would be less risky to the blockading force.\textsuperscript{135} A blockading power could use its influence to encourage states to bar Chinese warships from entering their ports, through coercive diplomacy or by offering economic or diplomatic incentives. States may also seek to remain neutral in a potential conflict, and independently decide to bar foreign warships from their ports and territorial waters if SLOC defense campaign is part of larger conflict. In these cases, China’s ability to
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sustain long-range operations would be significantly impaired, unless the PLAN acquires more naval auxiliary supply ships.

**Conclusion**

As China continues to develop economically and diplomatically, it will increasingly rely on international markets and foreign suppliers. This growth will be coupled with another component of China’s peaceful development, the desire to be viewed as more responsible and cooperative actor committed to ensuring global stability. These objectives have already manifested themselves in a Chinese foreign policy that appears increasingly willing to employ military forces in MOOTW to further China’s interests and enhance its image as a responsible state actor. As the PLA becomes more active in international operations, the PLAN will likely find itself deployed on a variety of new missions that involve it to travel further from China’s shores and employ new equipment and techniques in addition to its primary mission of territorial defense. However, China’s ability to carry out these new tasks may be limited by shortcomings in logistical capabilities and combined arms operations.